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Total Transit Recognized With Two ACE Awards
Total Transit named one of the fastest growing companies in Arizona

PHOENIX (October 3, 2013) — Total Transit, the parent company of Discount Cab,
was ranked 21st on the ‘Fastest Growing Companies’ list by the Phoenix Business
Journal. The list was compiled for the publication’s Arizona Corporate Excellence (ACE)
awards, which were held on Sept. 19. The fastest growing companies were calculated
by using a growth score, which looked at the each company’s revenue growth over a
two-year period.
Total Transit was also ranked 40 out of the top 50 largest private companies. These
companies were ranked based on revenue over a 12-month period. The company
moved up in the rankings, as they were ranked 45 in 2012.
“As we get ready to celebrate our 30th anniversary in a few short months, we’re excited
about the continued growth of the company. We have exciting things on the horizon,
and we appreciate everyone in the community who has supported us and helped us to
succeed,” said Craig Hughes, Total Transit CEO.
The largest private companies in Arizona generate revenues of more than $15 billion
per year. They employ more than 40,000 employees in the state and are very important
to the economy of Arizona and to the families of their employees.
The goal of the ACE Awards is to develop an increasing sense of knowledge-sharing
and community among private companies in Arizona. Through participation in the
program, the ACE Awards will provide a means for executives at all levels to enhance
their personal networks.
About Total Transit

Total Transit, Inc., a privately owned Arizona based corporation, was founded in 1984,
and offers comprehensive transportation management, private and public transportation
services. Headquartered in the Phoenix suburb of Glendale, Arizona, Total Transit has
grown into one of the premier transportation companies in the country, with operations
throughout Arizona and in several other states. For the last 29 years, Total Transit has
delivered outstanding service levels and has developed innovative and unique
transportation solutions, such as mobility/wheelchair-accommodating and eco-friendly
transportation for its clientele.
Total Transit is also locally known in Arizona as the parent company of Discount Cab,
one of the largest cab companies in the Southwest, operating a fleet of over 800 cabs,
including the largest fleet of hybrid Toyota Prius cabs in North America. In fact, over
85% of the Discount Cab fleet is made up of these highly fuel-efficient hybrids.
For more information on Total Transit, visit www.TotalTransit.com.
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